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Superfund Site in Kansas 

• Groundwater contamination plume located 
north of Wichita, Kansas. 

• Plan calls for two (2) extraction wells pumping at 300 
gpm, which would result in approximate withdrawal 
of 1,000 acre-feet per year. 

• Kansas Department of Health and Environment is 
coordinating agency and has recommended seeking a 
groundwater permit. 

• Refusing to consider a permit could cause harm to 
other water rights and the source of supply. 
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CERCLA Permitting Requirements 

• Reason for refusing to get a permit. 

• CERCLA §121(e)(1) – 42 U.S. Code § 9621 

– No Federal, State, or local permit shall be required for the 

portion of any removal or remedial action conducted 

entirely onsite, where such remedial action is selected and 

carried out in compliance with this section. 
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EPA Memo – February 19, 1992 
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ARAR Definitions 

• “Applicable” or “Relevant and Appropriate” 

 

• CERCLA Compliance with Other Laws Manual 

(1988) seems to only consider federal environmental 

laws and state environmental laws as they pertain to 

pollution and water quality as ARARs. 
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Activities Not Subject to Regulation 

• Activities Conducted Completely On-Site 

– EPA takes the position that permits are not required for 

on-site remedial actions. 

– Does this include the withdrawal of groundwater? 

– Does this include the discharge of water either directly or 

indirectly offsite? 

– Does the discharge relate to the withdrawal as far as determining 

whether an action is on-site? 
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Solutions 

• See reference to WSWC Letter between Arizona 
Department of Water Resources to Norm Johnson (1988). 

– Superfund site manager ultimately voluntarily agreed to apply 
for a DWR groundwater withdrawal permit. 

• Based on the actions of the site manage in Kansas, the 
only way to get compliance is if the site manager chooses 
to cooperate. 

• Other Superfund sites in Kansas have voluntarily 
cooperated with groundwater permitting in the past. 
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